**2nd Annual STAMFORD EXHIBITION FRONTIERS 2023**

4:00-4:10: Welcome

4:10-4:15: **Ayane Reis Da Conceicao**, *Stepping into Freedom, Three Hundred Years Behind: An Analysis of Second Slavery in Post-Abolition Societies*; Research Advisor: Ricardo Salazar-Rey

4:15-4:20: **Walter Luciano**, *Don't Break Your Controller, a Game Designed to Address Gamer Rage*; Research Advisor: Matthew Worwood


4:25-4:30: **Lara Lefkowitch**, *Beyond the Self: A Critical Examination of the Role of Body Positivity in Fat Liberation*; Research Advisor: Ingrid Semaan

4:30-4:35: **Amanda Tatnall**, *Nursery Rhymes as a Scaffold for the Autonomous Deployment of Language*; Research Advisor: Elena Levy

4:35-4:45: Break for Refreshments and Questions for first half presenters


4:55-5:00: **Hadia Ahmad**, *Fight or Flight: Examining the Struggles of Nonwhites in Academia*; Research Advisor: Beth Ginsberg

5:00-5:05: **Alexa Molina**, *Legal Implications of the Climate Refugee Crisis*; Research Advisor: Nathan Sheff


5:10-5:15: Presentation of Office of Undergraduate Research 2023 Mentorship Excellence Award to Dr. Na Zhang, Human Development & Family Sciences

5:15-5:30: Concluding Remarks, Refreshments, & Questions for second half presenters

*Thank you to the staff, faculty, students, and student workers for helping to make this event and these projects possible!*